
Hello and welcome to my musings...

New in November – Living in your dystopia 12: celebrating the magic and the murder of your
universe...

The thoughts behind this month's "Living in your dystopia"

November is the month of Guy Fawkes night and Remembrance Day, both of which made me a little
uncomfortable this year. I was acutely aware that there was a huge amount of pain and suffering
behind both of them. As far as I can work out the bonfire night celebration is not only about Guy
Fawkes – for two hundred and fifty years it was a state ordered anti-Catholic event.

Religious persecution is never a good thing and it's obvious that there was a lot of pain and suffering
behind Remembrance Day which made me wonder to what extent our national psyche and character
is formed by the events we choose to focus on. So, I thought, why not celebrate something positive
such as the discovery of penicillin which of course led me on to think about all the pain and suffering
there was before it was discovered. Maybe it's not possible to celebrate or commemorate something
that is purely positive because it can only be positive in comparison to a negative; maybe we could
focus on the fact that we're so much more fortunate that our ancestors – would that change our
national psyche?

And for a bit of lighter relief - wrap your drugs in honey bee poo and swallow?

This story caught my attention: they thought it was the Soviets waging chemical warfare by spraying
yellow dust but it turned out to be empty pollen husks from swarms of bees leaving their hives and
having a poo.

In next month's musings...

I'm hoping that in next month's newsletter I'll have some alternative titles for my next book for you to
comment on; I need to know what is most likely to attract the five second attention span of potential
readers as they wander the aisles of a bookshop or an online store, so your help will be invaluable.

Please feel free to encourage your friends to sign up to these emails.

All the best

Stephen


